Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brian Grenko <brian.grenko@gmail.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 12:06 PM
Danielle Staude
RE: Public Comment: Housing Committee Meeting #9

CAUTION: External Sender

Hi Danielle,
Pursuant to the discussion regarding the identification of City-Owned sites to leverage 100% Affordable
Housing Projects, specifically the Public Safety Building (PSB) Hauke Field Parking Area, the 0.75 acre site on
Hamilton Drive, we'd like to submit the following comments for the public record as we are not sure of the
extent to which we will be able to voice our opinions during the meeting.
Our family is grateful to have called the Enchanted Knolls community of Mill Valley our home for the past five
years. Like so many of our neighbors, we were attracted by the immense natural beauty and recreational
opportunities our area has to offer, with close proximity to San Francisco. Securing a place to live in Mill
Valley was onerous and vexing for us, so we appreciate how challenging the process remains for the many
others who work (or perhaps rent) here. We also believe that our community will be unable to
sustainably flourish without providing housing opportunities for people of different socioeconomic
circumstances. Our community lacks diversity and will in many ways deteriorate if affordable housing remains
elusive, so we support the City's initiative to pursue creative solutions to address the situation.
We reside on Millay Place just few doors up from Hauke Park and take advantage of its open space and
amenities on a daily basis. Our children (aged 8 and 6) regularly play in the park and use the trails to commute
to school each day. On most days, we see both the existing parking lot (in consideration for development) and
the dirt parking lot at the bottom of our street at full capacity with overflow on local streets including ours. The
situation is exacerbated on weekends when various sporting events are held, and some of our neighbors are
unable to park on their own street. On many occasions we've seen traffic back up on Roque Moreas from East
Blithesdale all the way to Millay Place. The intersection of Millay Place and Roque Moreas is already unsafe
due to the blind corner that exists there coupled with the speeds of drivers rounding the corner. The fact that
Hamilton Drive is limited to one-way (incoming) traffic serves as a constant reminder of how sensitive the
neighborhood is to traffic issues and associated safety concerns. The current situation is already concerning
juxtaposed to the need of fire and police personnel to quickly dispatch from the Public Safety Building.
In our opinion, while the PSB Site may be one of few City-owned sites that are capable of supporting housing,
the impacts of a 40-unit residential complex on such a small footprint would be dramatic and untenable without
major improvements to local infrastructure, specifically roads, parking and pedestrian access. While the
existing parking lot could conceivably be relocated to the area that is currently accessed across from Millay
Place, there is limited room due to the Baylands corridor and existing park space, and there may be issues with
PG&E access to the Alto Substation (which they have just revegetated with large redwood trees). Perhaps more
spaces could be added along Hamilton Drive to the East of Hauke Park as well. But even with these measures
taken, where will all the people living in a new 40-unit complex park their cars?
Our family is very open to the idea of responsible development of city-owned land to support low-income
housing, including the PSB lot. However in our opinion, the findings and recommendations of the PSB Site by
the Housing Workshop to construct a 40-unit complex as stated in their memorandum dated March 12, 2021 are
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egregious and would be irresponsible for the City to pursue. While a 40-unit complex may be desirable for
developers and contractors and may be provide "bang for the buck", that sort of housing density is completely
out of step not only for our neighborhood, but for the City of Mill Valley. Although we are not land
development experts, based on our limited research and a comparison to at least five (5) other low-income
housing complexes each located within a mile of our house, it appears to us that a housing complex of no more
than 5-8 units could be achievable on the proposed PSB Site, provided other improvements (such as but not
limited to new parking lots, additional stop signs and crosswalks along Roque Moreas e.g. Millay Place, parking
restrictions in Enchanted Knolls etc.) are made.
If we agree as a community to prioritize making low-income housing available, let’s not forget to prioritize the
safety and needs of the people who actually live and have invested in the neighborhood.
Sincerely,
The Stevenson Grenko Family
Brian, Alicia, Jonah, and Naomi
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Simon V <simsamsomred@gmail.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 12:07 PM
Danielle Staude
Support of Hamilton Drive project

CAUTION: External Sender

Hello Housing Advisory Committee,
I'm writing in strong support of the proposed housing project on Hamilton Drive. It seems a perfect location for a larger
housing project dedicated specifically to workforce housing, something that will help with Mill Valley's congestion and
housing pressures.
Thanks,
Simon
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Simon V <simsamsomred@gmail.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 12:07 PM
Danielle Staude
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CAUTION: External Sender

Hello Housing Advisory Committee,
I'm writing in strong support of the proposed housing project on Hamilton Drive. It seems a perfect location for a larger
housing project dedicated specifically to workforce housing, something that will help with Mill Valley's congestion and
housing pressures.
Thanks,
Simon
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Wygant <david.wygant@gmail.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 12:56 PM
Danielle Staude
Comments regarding Affordable Housing at 1 Hamilton

CAUTION: External Sender

Hello,
My name is David Wygant, and I live with my family in the Enchanted Knolls neighborhood. I have been kindly
invited to share comments in regards to the proposed 40-unit property located at 1 Hamilton Drive which is
nearby where I live.
The primary goal of this committee is to protect and enhance the natural beauty and small-town character of
Mill Valley. Many of my neighbors and I are concerned the proposal as currently defined will be an overdevelopment of 1 Hamilton.
Every day, young children walk to our amazing schools, climb the playground, and play developmental sports
in the pristine & peaceful park across the street at 1 Hamilton. People donate their time & energy to maintain
the beauty of the Community Garden, where many people spend their evenings walking their friendly dogs and
riding bicycles. This idyllic setting is what drew my family to the neighborhood well over a decade ago, and it is
the maintenance of this natural beauty that has kept the neighborhood thriving.
Given its location, 1 Hamilton is essentially the front door of Mill Valley. It is what visitors first experience and it
is how our town is perceived in the Bay Area. The silky golden hills that surround 1 Hamilton host gentle
grazing deer in the shade of the majestic pine trees. While some Bay Area neighborhoods now center around
high-end businesses, our unique community actually congregates in Hauke Park, Bayfront Park, and Friends
Field between Hamilton Drive and our incredible Community Center. To over-develop this area would cause
irrevocable damage to the natural beauty of Mill Valley and therefore cause a tremendous loss of community.
Potential impacts of this proposed property over-development include:

1.
2. Pedestrian endangerment,
3. especially kids, biking/walking to/from Tam HS and MVMS, or chasing the occasional errant soccer
ball that rolls across Hamilton Drive.
4.
5.
6. Unforgivable environmental impact
7. on the sensitive & protected wildlife and birds near Hamilton Drive of Richardson Bay, which is Mill
Valley’s only natural water access.
8.
9.
10. Traffic congestion
11. blocking our courageous firefighters and police stationed at 1 Hamilton who would lose precious time
needed in emergency situations. It would overload narrow neighborhood roads such as Roque Moreas
and Kipling Drive which weren’t originally meant to support
12. cars from high-density housing. It would also add to already the most congested traffic area in Mill
Valley which is E. Blithedale between Camino Alto & 101.
13.
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14.
15. Noise, light, and air pollution.
16. One benefit of this pandemic has been hearing the birds and seeing the stars again. It also provided a
restful break from the commuters speeding through the nearby 1 Hamilton neighborhoods.
17.
18.
19. Hamilton community feeling dissipates.
20. By over-developing and over-populating the area, it will lose the “essence” of its community—one that
values a slower pace of life where both families and nature thrive. Please don’t drown out the joyful
sounds of children’s laughter or tower cold shadows
21. over the 1 Hamilton playground & sports fields.
22.

The area around 1 Hamilton has already done its part and supports hundreds of apartments in Shelter Ridge
and Enchanted Knolls, so please don’t exceed its currently maxed carrying capacity. It was previously decided
that Hamilton Drive remains a one-way street, so the current proposal would likely eventually lead to
overturning that widely agreed and wise decision. We will see a huge increase in angry commuter traffic vainly
trying to save a few seconds cutting through to the 101 highway.
Rather than building new, a different approach would be to seek out affordable housing opportunities by rezoning existing empty commercial/office properties that are likely permanent casualties of the pandemic. They
may be located closer to public transportation and other valuable amenities than what’s available near 1
Hamilton.
For the past 121 years, the good people of our town have worked hard to make Mill Valley what it is today.
Over-development in the tight, fixed area of 1 Hamilton would be both irresponsible and a betrayal to the
legacy of Mill Valley’s earliest visionaries.
In summary, please do not cram over- development into 1 Hamilton. Rather than the expedient solution, look
for more spacious areas, or even better, utilize existing properties, within Mill Valley.
Thank you for listening to the Mill Valley residents directly impacted by this proposal, and for your support and
your service to our community.

David Wygant
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kevin McGrath <kevin@weavermcgrath.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 1:35 PM
Danielle Staude
John McCauley; Jeralyn Seiling; Paula Weaver
Housing advisory Committee 5/25.2021 Meeting Comments

CAUTION: External Sender

Hello Ms. Staude:
I live on Kipling Drive in Enchanted Knolls. I wish to associate myself with the comments expressed so well by other
neighborhood residents about the proposal to construct a multi-unit structure adjacent to the public safety building
(PSB). Rather than repeat their comments, I wish to add only the following:
1. The proposal to develop the PSB site should be reconsidered in light of other projects in the area. I believe that a
design review application is pending for development of 25 residential units at 575 Blithedale Avenue (corner of Camino
Alto). The combined impact of that development and the nearby PSB development on traffic between Camino Alto and
Hwy. 101 would be severe. It is already gridlocked on weekday afternoons, and may grow worse with the reopening of
schools with resulting parent-drop-off and pickup traffic. No doubt advocates of this project will propose opening
Hamilton Drive to two-way traffic to relieve this pressure. That will convert Kipling Drive into thoroughfare which
already carries dangerous traffic due to the absence of speed enforcement. I once witnessed a neighbor’s dog be struck
and killed. This will be a “lose lose” scenario.
2. I would urge the Committee to give more consideration to the city-owned parking lot at 411 Miller Avenue. The site
analysis states that this parcel could be developed into a smaller project. This is on a Golden Gate Transit bus route and
would not be out of character in that neighborhood. The only objection appears to involve a FEMA flood zone
designation on a portion of the parcel, but the analysis suggests that grant money may be available to cover the cost of
the necessary studies. Removal of that designation would also benefit local business. This would be a “win win”
scenario for all concerned.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
Kevin J. McGrath
Weaver McGrath LLP
Attorneys At Law
3030 Bridgeway, Suite 130
Sausalito, CA 94965
(415) 332-2202 t.
(415) 332-3567 f.
PLEASE NOTE MY NEW EMAIL ADDRESS: kevin@weavermcgrath.com

Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this message is protected by the attorney/client privilege and/or
the attorney work product privilege. It is intended only for the use of the individual named above, and the privileges are
not waived by virtue of this having been sent by e-mail. If the person actually receiving this message or any other reader
of this message is not the named recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the named recipient,
any use dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify us by telephone and return the original message to us at the above
address via the U.S. Postal Service. Thank you
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Danielle Lundgren <daniellelundgren@gmail.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 1:42 PM
Danielle Staude
Affordable Housing Proposal near Hauke Park

CAUTION: External Sender

Dear Ms. Staude and City of Mill Valley:
I am the owner of 185 Roque Moraes Dr. and I am opposed to the current proposal to place affordable housing next to
the Hamilton public safety building. This proposal:
1. Harms the small-town character of the Enchanted Knolls area which has recently suffered a great loss in character
with the cutting down of vegetation surrounding the PG&E distribution center and power transmission lines. A fourstory building in this area does not fit in with the surrounding single family zoning of 1.5 acres per lot and 0.75 acres per
lot.
2. Uses land that is zoned as Open Space that is near a protected wetlands area. A more thorough environmental impact
assessment needs to be made.
3. The reduction in parking reduces access to the park, fields and recreational area. It will also create a parking crisis in
the surrounding neighborhood, especially given that not enough parking is allocated for this project.
4. Relocating the bathrooms and parking will likely take away from recreational space and threaten the protected
wetlands even more. The bathrooms are a critical asset to the park.
5. The increase in traffic in this area would be a major problem.
Overall, too many of Mill Valley's core values are being threatened by this project. Furthermore, Enchanted Knolls bears
a disproportionate share of the City's not-so-charming features, including the PG&E distribution center and transmission
towers, the Police Station, the large Fire Department and views of the wastewater treatment facility. It does not seem
fair to burden this section of Mill Valley even further.
Sincerely,
Danielle Lundgren
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Helen Pacula <delcardo@att.net>
Monday, May 24, 2021 1:43 PM
John McCauley; Danielle Staude
AT&T building, RE: Housing Advisory Committee 5/25/21 Meeting

CAUTION: External Sender

Dear Mr. McCauley and Ms. Staude,
Regarding the possible acquisition of the AT&T building on Blithedale: It is an historical building that fits the desire to
retain the small town charm which is the cornerstone of Mill Valley; Would it be possible to modify the interior of the
building to accommodate the housing need? It already has abundant parking, is within walking distance of recreation,
schools, shopping and transportation.
Sincerely,
Helen Pacula
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amelia LaPlante <ameliadevine@gmail.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 2:07 PM
Danielle Staude
Housing Advisory Cmte 5/25/21 - Mtg comments

CAUTION: External Sender

Dear Housing Advisory Committee,
The Hauke Field parking lot is not an appropriate site for housing.
There are many reasons that my fellow neighbors will speak on further. For me, a mother with three young children, the
added congestion will lead to increased safety issues.
The Hamilton/Roque Moraes street is already a dangerous area with low visibility due to the hill and curves, coupled
with people rushing home after exiting the freeway. Despite the nearby crosswalk, families often cross the street from
the playground parking area (which is always full) and I've often seen cars slam on their brakes as they speed down the
hill.
The existing Hauke Field parking lot is an essential need for this area. During sports season (nearly year round now), the
parking lots are both full and people are parking on neighboring streets. I did not see a full report on how heavily utilized
these parking areas already are and that needs to be examined.
Please listen to your taxpayers and not designate Hauke as a housing site. Thank you for your consideration.
Amelia LaPlante
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Danielle Staude
Housing Advisory Cmte 5/25/21 - Mtg comments

CAUTION: External Sender

Dear Housing Advisory Committee,
The Hauke Field parking lot is not an appropriate site for housing.
There are many reasons that my fellow neighbors will speak on further. For me, a mother with three young children, the
added congestion will lead to increased safety issues.
The Hamilton/Roque Moraes street is already a dangerous area with low visibility due to the hill and curves, coupled
with people rushing home after exiting the freeway. Despite the nearby crosswalk, families often cross the street from
the playground parking area (which is always full) and I've often seen cars slam on their brakes as they speed down the
hill.
The existing Hauke Field parking lot is an essential need for this area. During sports season (nearly year round now), the
parking lots are both full and people are parking on neighboring streets. I did not see a full report on how heavily utilized
these parking areas already are and that needs to be examined.
Please listen to your taxpayers and not designate Hauke as a housing site. Thank you for your consideration.
Amelia LaPlante
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mill Valley Beautiful <millvalleybeautiful@gmail.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 2:08 PM
Cheryl Reiss; gbatroff@hotmail.com; Kelly Drury; max@maxperrey.com;
kirkjknauer@gmail.com; gigi_eric@hotmail.com; Jhds@sbcglobal.net;
christine@christinedonohue.com; anita.scott@gmail.com; gunnel.strom@comcast.net;
rodib@yahoo.com; craigviolin@sbcglobal.net; judith@p-r-g.com;
Kthulquist@gmail.com; sbatroff@hotmail.com; riaboff@comcast.net; gkatz00
@yahoo.com; David@techcontracts.com; seilingj@comcast.net;
joanprigian@hotmail.com; jgassman@gmail.com; kspencxr@gmail.com; Steve Jaber;
jhdevitt@yahoo.com; samanthac.monge@gmail.com; davidmlevin@yahoo.com; Ingrid
Woods; Staci_Nicholas@yahoo.com; tom.benoit@comcast.net; csheyder@gmail.com;
Autria.christensen@gmail.com; ahmad@nanawall.com; Jill_Lebsock@gap.com;
clebsock@hausfeld.com; Sandra Mardigian; gillianemblad@gmail.com; Daniel Karner;
hans_fallant@comcast.net; kjrosenblatt@gmail.com; Carriesher@yahoo.com; Nana
Meyer; anicholas@yahoo.com; Danielle Staude; Paul Sidorenko;
ebindelglass@hotmail.com
Sashi McEntee
Mill Valley Beautiful Letter re: Hauke Park
Questions for City of MV_5_23_21.docx

CAUTION: External Sender

Dear Ms Staude,
We’d like to make the following comments in opposition to the housing development being proposed for
Hauke Park.
The proposal ignores the single family zoning adjacent to the parcel, and ignores the aesthetic value of
the open space and Hauke park. On Page 4 of the Housing Advisory Committee Memorandum, you
reference the zoning of the nearby Shelter Bay and Enchanted Knolls properties as justification for the
rezoning of this parcel to 29/units per acre. The parcel being considered for development fronts Hauke
Park, and is otherwise surrounded by single family zoning. It is not adjacent to Shelter Bay or the
condominiums at Eucalyptus Knolls. This proposed project is completely out of character for the location,
will have numerous negative impacts and should be dropped from consideration immediately.
We disagree with the finding in The Housing Workshop report that developing this parcel is justified since
it is “located within larger open space areas, sited to be on frontage roads so as not to disturb
recreation/open space enjoyment.” Constructing a large multi unit building on a parcel less than one acre
will be massive and will destroy the aesthetic of the park. The Consultant report suggests 22-39 units for
the site. Even 22 units would be a massive building, completely out of scale for the neighborhood and the
park.
The footnote (1) on page 4 of The Housing Workshop report offers excellent advice:
“It should be noted that downtown Mill Valley has numerous examples of privately-owned parcels that are
currently underutilized (e.g. aging one story commercial structures and/or underutilized parking lots).
While these parcels were not analyzed directly in this memorandum, they should be considered as
potential housing or mixed-use sites during the City’s upcoming Housing Element update process,
because downtown infill locations typically create very desirable locations with services for multifamily
projects. These kinds of projects also serve to activate streets, bring new shoppers, and contribute to a
vibrant village center.”
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Just because the city owns the parcel, doesn’t mean that it should be developed. If a private party owned
the 1 Hamilton parcel, and came into the city with this proposal, it’s unlikely it would ultimately be
approved for rezoning to this many units.
As you know, there is new ADU legislation passed within the last year to allow up to two additional units
per parcel, on nearly every single family lot in Mill Valley. Few are aware of this, due to the pandemic
happening concurrently, but this will have a huge impact on Mill Valley in the coming years. It will add
density to the single family neighborhoods. There are many other proposals working through the state
legislature that could have additional huge impacts on Mill Valley. These impacts and other potential
impacts from impending legislation at the state level, are new and should be considered.
There is an excellent Marin IJ article from May 17, 2021 written by Alan Jones from the Tam Design
Review Board, that I think makes some important points:
Pause housing, zoning legislation for thorough examination
https://enewspaper.marinij.com/?publink=15fdf442c_1345d79

To help protect y ou r priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of
this pictu re from the Internet.

Pause housing, zoning legislation for thorough
examination

By Alan Jones There is a flurry of bills flooding the state Legislature ..
enewspaper.marinij.com

Quoting this article:
- “Higher density should be located where it does not cause the destruction of sensitive natural resources.
Evisceration of the California Environmental Quality Act, removal of lot coverage maximums and removal
of tree protection ordinances and stream setbacks will have a tremendously negative impact on the
environment.”
- “Higher density should not be located in a wildfire or flood hazard zone, or on roads that are
inadequately sized for density. Consideration of existing conditions must be a part of any densification.
New housing should not be located in areas that endanger the lives of inhabitants.”
- “New higher density should not be overlaid indiscriminately over our existing, flawed, suburban model of
development. Ubiquitous single-family zoning may be a deterrent to affordability, but ubiquitous
densification is not the answer. Across the board densification only builds on our existing unsustainable
development pattern and must be discouraged and avoided.”
- “Higher density should be located near mass transit and provide adequate on-site parking. Urban
density needs to avoid automobile dependence. Where mass transit does not exist, parking and
immediate access to freeways must be provided for the occupants.”
- “New higher density must have or provide infrastructure to support it. Bills that exempt developers and
the state from paying for the infrastructure upgrades new density requires are subsidizing private
developers and shifting costs to the taxpayers.”
- “Higher density should not destroy the property investments of the working and middle class. By
allowing higher density everywhere, properties of very high value will remain unchanged, and investment
now focused in the poorest areas will fall away. Housing developers will tend toward working- and middleclass neighborhoods where lower property values, pre-existing infrastructure and elements of
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gentrification attractive to the wealthier tenants they desire already exist. The impact on these
communities will be the most destructive.”
- “Higher density should be concentrated in areas guided by local community plans and input. Local
communities should be held responsible for specifying locations for higher-density and affordable
housing, but should not be imposed upon. Carefully studied and thoroughly thought out community plans
and public input should not be disregarded.”
The proposal to develop the city owned Hauke Park parcel, fails on most, if not all of these quoted points.
These points should be considered before allowing High Density housing anywhere in Mill Valley.
Our families chose to live in Mill Valley and not Los Angeles or even San Francisco. This is a small town
with small town character. Just because the city owns this Hauke Park parcel, doesn’t mean that it should
be developed into high density housing.
I respectfully request that the city drop this proposal immediately, and look at more suitable alternatives.
Thanks for your consideration of these points.
We have also attached a list of questions. Please respond when you have a moment.
Sincerely,
Mill Valley Beautiful
Gary Batroff
Cheryl Reiss
Brad Drury
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Linda Rames <ljrames@gmail.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 2:16 PM
Planning
Low income housing at Hauke Park

CAUTION: External Sender

We find it hard to believe the city of Mill Valley would choose this time to consider building any housing in Mill Valley,
let alone 29-39 units partially in a public park.
As we are sure you know, Hauke Park is widely used by the youth of Mill Valley as well as mothers and young children
and older residents. Parking is difficult at this location, so the planning department wants to make it worse by adding
resident parking which is guaranteed to spill into the spaces for the park? Traffic in this neighborhood is constant so
planning wants to add more angst for the residents? What can you be thinking?
Marin County is now in the first stage of a full blown drought. No one knows how long it will last. In the 1976-77
drought there was a serious lack of water for two years, and a moratorium was placed on new water hookups. There is
still a significant lack of water in Mill Valley. We have learned to be careful of our usage, but to consider building during
this time seems foolhardy at best and really stupid at worst. Hopefully, MMWD will invoke a moratorium on new
hookups, but they might not. Do you think the residents of Mill Valley would be happy with more housing while
contending with less water?
If the planning commission and planning department insist on looking for places to develop during a drought, we
strongly suggest that any action you consider should be decided by vote. This issue is too important to be decided by
the city council.
Linda & Robert Rames
owners 206-208 Miller Avenue
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rebekah Helzel <rsh197@icloud.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 2:43 PM
Danielle Staude
100% in support of affordable housing

CAUTION: External Sender

I am writing today to show my support for the affordable housing project being considered near Hauke Park, next to the
Police station.
Mill Valley is desperately in need of housing for moderate/low wage workers.. If workers have to commute from the
north they are stuck in traffic both ways only to find low paying jobs available. Teachers, EMT and Fire fighters should
be close by local businesses should be able to find workers. If Equity, Diversity and inclusion are values of the city then
this should be a no brainer.
The location, close to transportation, paths and freeway access would rate this highly with Tax Credit Financing.
The Chamber of Commerce should be speaking out in support of this project alongside businesses trying to serve this
community.
Don’t let us down. Be strong and lead against a barrage of non sensical Nimbyism.
Thank you, Rebekah Helzel
Mill Valley Resident
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

`Hans Fallant <hans_fallant@comcast.net>
Monday, May 24, 2021 6:25 PM
Planning
Hauke Park

CAUTION: External Sender

Just returning from a road trip we were shocked by the news about the ill conceived Hauke Park development.Many of our
neighbors have expressed serious concerns and objections
and we do agree with all of them without repeating them at this point however we wish to add our thoughts.
We have lived on Shelley Drive for 42 years and in that time we experienced many changes in Mill Valley ,not always desirable
ones, here and there some great ones, but life went on.
Now comes this absolute stunner which in our opinion constitutes a grave transgression committed by a local government
into peoples lives. In all our years in Mill Valley have with seen
only one greater transgression in the county, the unseemly apartment “factory” in Corte Madera which already is turning into
a nightmare for the people living there and in the area. We have
road traveled through many parts of this country and have seen too often misdeeds of extremely unsightly construction of
buildings visual focal points in otherwise nice little towns. Always
we would be thinking that luckily we won’t have things like this in Mill Valley.until got this dose of realty.Our point is; that we
do not elect people to perform their civic duties for their electorate
but also be good steward of the land in which we live and where the next generation will live. We do encourage you to accept
that responsibility and be good stewards and manage the land
responsibly and smartly.. Sadly it appears that there is a remarkable lack of sensitivity and emontional involvement by this
committee to even make this kind proposal. Clearly this will
not proceed without significant legal challenges.
Sincerely
Eleonore and Hans Fallant
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Margaret Fisher <fishermarn@aol.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 6:04 PM
Danielle Staude
MV Housing Advisory Committee Agenda Item #4 - Support for Affordable Housing on
Hamilton Drive

CAUTION: External Sender
Dear Mill Valley Housing Advisory Committee:
We need affordable housing in Mill Valley for all sorts of employed people: store clerks, health care
workers, teachers, restaurant wait staff, child care workers, nonprofit employees, young professionals,
etc. However, as you know, there is not an adequate supply of affordable workforce housing in Mill Valley,
or in Marin for that matter. Seniors on fixed incomes, families with children and young adults, including
many who have lived in Mill Valley all their lives, are being priced out. This just adds to traffic and
environmental problems.
Mill Valley's last affordable housing building was completed over 20 years ago!
The city owned property on Hamilton Drive, as I understand it, is the best identified location to build
affordable housing in MV, both for financial viability, as well as being a practical and attractive site for
residents. The financial advantage for our City is that we should be able to get sufficient government
funds to finance the entire development, with just having to supply the existing land.
All of the public parking and the public restroom could be relocated to the public safety building site or on
the same road --while keeping the use of Hauke Park intact.
I urge you to recommend this to the City Council. I also encourage my fellow community members to
support it as well. Research shows that there is either no impact or a positive impact on property
values. A diverse community is a healthy community. We should not lose this opportunity to use the
federal, state and county money to build affordable housing, while it is available to us.
20 years is long enough between results. As one Mill Valley resident recently stated, "We can be on the
same side of the table; keep our park and get people into affordable places to live in our city.”
Here is an opportunity to keep Hauke Park AND offer workers affordable housing.
Thank you for your dedication to this effort and to our community!
Margaret Fisher
70 Helens Lane
Mill Valley, CA 94941
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Beth Rutchik <btrutch@neoma.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 6:31 PM
Danielle Staude
Housing Advisory Cmte - Comments 5/25/21 Mtg

CAUTION: External Sender

Ms Staube & Housing Advisory Committee,
Hamilton Drive is the right development opportunity for Mill Valley. The location is a preferred site — accessible to
public transportation and many services including Hauke Park, community garden, Bay Trail, Friday Farmers Market,
schools and the Mill Valley Community Center.
Affordable housing is a critical component of the CIty's DEIR commitments. It’s time for Mill Valley to say Yes. It’s time
to have firefighters, mail delivery people, teachers — those who work in our community, live in our community. This
also cuts down traffic & serves as a climate change action with less commuting vehicles coming into Mill Valley from out
of town.
I am giving support & full encouragement of this proposed affordable/workplace housing development.
Thank you for your consideration.
Beth Rutchik
3 Saint Jude Road
Mill Valley, CA
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carlin Long <carlinslong@gmail.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 5:14 PM
Danielle Staude
construction

CAUTION: External Sender

I am a resident of Eucalyptus Knoll condominium complex and live near the site for the
proposed housing development next the the Public Safety Building on Hamilton Drive.
I do not want the City of Mill Valley to develop this area for low-income housing and put
a parking lot for this development in the Hauke Park/ Bayfront Meadow Open Space.
Many residents use this park land for recreation and enjoyment. I do not want this
taken away. I suggest you find another area to develop.
I am also shocked that the City is considering adding more housing considering the
water crisis we find ourselves in.
Carlin S Long, MD
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kinzie Buckley <kinzie.buckley@gmail.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 5:00 PM
Danielle Staude
Proposed new development

CAUTION: External Sender

Hi,
While I understand the need for and support affordable housing in Marin and specifically mill valley, why use a park to
build the housing? Why not use the space of abandoned stores like the old KFC or Girapolli? I’m guess it’s because it’s
private land but is there no way to secure that instead of destroy a park?
Sent from my MySpace
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Melinda Miller <qazser@pacbell.net>
Monday, May 24, 2021 4:58 PM
Planning
affordable housing in Mill Valley

CAUTION: External Sender
Hello,
For whatever it's worth, I just want to say that I support any efforts you make to provide affordable housing in Mill Valley. I
am a long time homeowner since 1980 and a reformed NIMBY. I know you will get all kinds of impassioned push back of
all sorts but I have come to understand that Mill Valley needs to do it's share. The Hawke park site seems very reasonable
to me but we need to make it work somewhere.
Thanks,
Melinda Miller
225 Sycamore Avenue
Mill Valley 94941
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gabrielle Tierney <gigi_eric@hotmail.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 4:55 PM
Danielle Staude; John McCauley
Questions for Hauke Park Affordable Housing Project

CAUTION: External Sender

Mayor and Ms. Staude,
I wanted to add additional questions for the committee to consider:
-Why does this have to be rental? It would be ideal to provide affordable for sale homes with adequate parking for low
income people to build equity.
-Why is providing less parking equitable for people renting or buying a two bedroom home? Two income families or
roommates will most likely have two cars - more if there are two parents and a working young adult living within. In
adequate parking makes their lives more difficult which is the opposite of what DEI is intended to do. We don’t have
nearby urban garages. We have limited street parking near this project. This is not located near public transportation.
We don’t have to build this according to the bottom of the barrel, minimum standards of the State.
-There was a significant portion of the staff report which mentions providing for a local labor force and providing for
community members. How do we reserve these units for grocery store clerks, hospital workers, teachers, police, fire or
other local workers who would be part of the fabric of our local community?
-Has Habitat for Humanity been considered as a consultant or developer? They are experts at what they do. I know for
their For Sale project in Redwood City, they performed a lottery on the applications and placed an emphasis on local
workers. How can we do th -Why is viability defined as the least expensive option driving a very high density project
adjacent to single family homes? Where do you place value on a less dense project designed to bridge look and feel to
the adjacent neighborhood? The fact that the State allows for a density bonus is irrelevant if it doesn’t work at this
location and in Mill Valley. Value should also be derived by providing adequate parking for new renters/owners as well
as citizen using the parks and rec. I’d rather pay a little more taxes to have a well designed project, well integrated in the
neighborhood than one that was expedient, cheap and causes parking issues for all. The staff report talks about the
other parcels we could sell. Would that reduce the density of this project? I realize it would make it more expensive but
“affordable” in Marin County IS more expensive. We will never be and shouldn’t have to be the low cost provider. I
assume our affordable housing would be more expensive than other suburban neighborhoods around California.
Thank you for considering my questions and thoughts.
Gabrielle Tierney
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Susie Godin <sgodin56@pacbell.net>
Monday, May 24, 2021 4:23 PM
John McCauley; Danielle Staude
Susie Godin
Godin/Housing Advisory Committee 5/25/21 Meeting Comments

CAUTION: External Sender

Subject: Housing Advisory Committee 5/25/21 Meeting Comments
Mayor John McCauley, Chair, Housing Advisory Committee and City Council Liaison
Danielle Staud, City of Mill Valley Planning Department
The Public Safety Building/Hauke Field Parking lot is not a feasible housing site. I base this conclusion on
the following staff and consultant's reports and findings: Pg. 8 of the consultant's report clearly states that
this site requires special biological assessment studies to protect habitat for plants and animals. We
should have these studies prior to proceeding. The consultant further states, "Until further biological and
survey studies can be conducted it is assumed the identified housing site could provide...feasible project.
It is dangerous to assume something before actual studies/facts. Pg. 8 states: "Current restrooms and
parking area for Hauke Field may need to be relocated elsewhere on the PSB site". Just where is
"elsewhere"? The only "elsewhere" are bay lands that are clearly indicated on the site legend. Pg.4
indicates that this location is feasible "in terms of location, size of parcel, topography/slope, ability to
accommodate existing uses in the area, allowable access". None of these "terms" are clarified. The
location is out of character for the neighborhood and will require increased building height; will require
variances, zoning changes, an 80% increase in allowable density, encroachment on bay lands,
questionable/unknown parking redesign, impact the current uses of the fields, and will increase traffic on
a a road that is heavily used by children walking/biking to school and field activities. I urge committee
members to visit this site when field activities are taking place. All fields are fully used; parking is full and
cars are parked on neighboring streets. The issue of making Hamilton a two way street past the Public
Safety Building will surely come up. You will recall a past City Council member advocated for making
Hamilton a two way street to appease drivers who wanted a "short-cut" to the freeway via neighborhood
streets that were never designed for traffic other than local neighborhood traffic. I am alarmed with the
staff report outlining the proposed process which doesn't consider community input until after the project
is approved. Clearly this is being forced upon the community with no input until after the project is
approved. This property belongs to the community; it doesn't belong to developers. Currently on Roque
Moraes Drive (the street leading into Hamilton Drive) there are ten apartment buildings with multiple rental
units. Additionally, there are another four apartment building in the Enchanted Knolls neighborhood.
Within 440 yards of this proposed site there is Shelter Hill (Miwok Village) with 76 affordable apartments.
Within short walking distance there is Mercy Housing with 24 supportive housing units; The Redwoods
provides a "affordable community..for diverse group of elders"; Mill Creek Apartments provides Sec. 202
Supportive Housing. My point is that all of these developments have followed zoning, parking,
environmental requirements and have community support. Why are we waving these time tested
requirements for this new project? I urge you to adhere to your Committee's Goal 1.0: Maintain and
enhance the quality and affordability of existing housing and ensure new development is compatible with
Mill Valley's small town character and many environment, community neighborhood and scenic attributes.
Listen to the community now and not designate the Public Safety Building/Hauke Field Parking lot as a
housing site.

Thank you for your service to our community.
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May 24, 2021
Mill Valley Housing Advisory Committee
26 Corte Madera Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941

Committee Members:
The Marin Environmental Housing Collaborative (MEHC) is a consortium of advocates
building support for projects and policies that advance affordable housing as well as
environmental integrity and social justice.
MEHC applauds Mill Valley for taking the initiative to incentivize the development of
affordable housing downtown by dedicating city-owned land for this purpose. The
creation of the Housing Advisory Committee to proactively seek opportunities for
solutions to the housing crisis could serve as a model for the rest of Marin.
This project is especially important for Mill Valley, where few local workers can afford
to live. Mill Valley has done extremely well in encouraging the development of
accessory dwelling units (ADUs), and in developing shared housing opportunities,
both of which are both important tools for addressing our current housing crisis. By
creating additional dedicated and deed-restricted affordable housing, Mill Valley will
round out its portfolio, providing housing that may be more accessible to families
with children and lower income tenants.
Creating this housing downtown will give residents access to transportation, services,
jobs, and the cultural amenities Mill Valley has to offer. The addition of this
development to Mill Valley will likely provide the city with local workers, increased
cultural diversity, and a sense of civic pride.
MEHC fully supports this effort and will continue to encourage Mill Valley and other
Marin residents to support it as well.
Sincerely,

Lisel Blash,
Housing Specialist
P.O. Box 9633
San Rafael CA 94912
www.MarinMEHC.org
MarinMEHC@gmail.com

Robert Pendoley
Chair

Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sacha Bunge <sbunge@sfsu.edu>
Monday, May 24, 2021 3:41 PM
Danielle Staude
Support for Affordable Housing Plan - HAC meeting, May 25, 2021

CAUTION: External Sender

Re: Agenda item on Housing Advisory Committee meeting, May 25, 2021
Dear Housing Advisory Committee,
I want to express my strong support for the proposal to build 40 units of affordable housing on Hamilton Drive in Mill
Valley.
This is definitely the right development opportunity, right now, to start addressing the serious, longstanding inequities in
housing in Mill Valley. The lack of housing diversity in Mill Valley causes segregation and inequities and we desperately
need more housing that is affordable for those that work in and serve our town. This particular site wouldn’t only offer
housing that is affordable, but also a quality, healthy, and attractive location close to local amenities and public
transportation. The plan has been extensively studied, analyzed, and reviewed by experts. The city will be able to
attract sufficient funds to finance the entire development by using this piece of city owned land. The subcommittee has
found ways to relocate all of the public parking as well as the public restrooms in the area.
I urge the HAC to strongly recommend this plan to the Mill Valley City Council and to empower the Council to
immediately move to selecting a nonprofit affordable housing development partner to start working on community
outreach, project design and details.
Together we can do the right thing and start making Mill Valley a more inclusive town!!
Regards,
Sacha Bunge
Resident of Mill Valley for 27 years
909 Vernal Way
Mill Valley
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Julianna G. Hayes <jgassman@gmail.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 3:04 PM
Mill Valley Beautiful
Cheryl Reiss; gbatroff@hotmail.com; Kelly Drury; max@maxperrey.com; kirkjknauer@gmail.com;
gigi_eric@hotmail.com; Jhds@sbcglobal.net; christine@christinedonohue.com;
anita.scott@gmail.com; gunnel.strom@comcast.net; rodib@yahoo.com; craigviolin@sbcglobal.net;
judith@p-r-g.com; Kristin Hulquist; sbatroff@hotmail.com; riaboff@comcast.net; gkatz00
@yahoo.com; David@techcontracts.com; seilingj@comcast.net; joanprigian@hotmail.com;
kspencxr@gmail.com; Steve Jaber; jhdevitt@yahoo.com; samanthac.monge@gmail.com;
davidmlevin@yahoo.com; Ingrid Woods; Staci_Nicholas@yahoo.com; tom.benoit@comcast.net;
csheyder@gmail.com; Autria.christensen@gmail.com; ahmad@nanawall.com; Jill_Lebsock@gap.com;
clebsock@hausfeld.com; Sandra Mardigian; gillianemblad@gmail.com; Daniel Karner;
hans_fallant@comcast.net; kjrosenblatt@gmail.com; Carriesher@yahoo.com; Nana Meyer;
anicholas@yahoo.com; Danielle Staude; Paul Sidorenko; ebindelglass@hotmail.com; Sashi McEntee
Re: Mill Valley Beautiful Letter re: Hauke Park

CAUTION: External Sender

Dear Mrs. Staude and McEntee ‐
We agree with the comments you have already received from our neighbors over the concerns of the proposed
construction. We would like to add a broader point. Each neighborhood has its own challenges, but ours already has a
major one; our relationship with PG&E and the Alto sub‐station.
The razing of so many trees and plants made that once partially‐hidden substation, not only an eyesore, but the focal
point of our entire neighborhood. That, with the additional PG&E work this summer (with unknown consequences), has
devalued our property values and quality of life in Enchanted Knolls. We, quite literally, took one for the team of Mill
Valley. We ask that you not also burden this neighborhood with less parking, a large building that does not match the
aesthetic of the neighborhood, and more crowds near our park.
Please find a location with access to public transport, a wider street, less impact on homes, and more space (ie Miller
Ave).
Sincerely,
Julianna and Mark Hayes
49 Keats Dr.
On Mon, May 24, 2021 at 2:08 PM Mill Valley Beautiful <millvalleybeautiful@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Ms Staude,
We’d like to make the following comments in opposition to the housing development being proposed for
Hauke Park.
The proposal ignores the single family zoning adjacent to the parcel, and ignores the aesthetic value of
the open space and Hauke park. On Page 4 of the Housing Advisory Committee Memorandum, you
reference the zoning of the nearby Shelter Bay and Enchanted Knolls properties as justification for the
rezoning of this parcel to 29/units per acre. The parcel being considered for development fronts Hauke
Park, and is otherwise surrounded by single family zoning. It is not adjacent to Shelter Bay or the
condominiums at Eucalyptus Knolls. This proposed project is completely out of character for the location,
will have numerous negative impacts and should be dropped from consideration immediately.
1

Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

kjaber@pacbell.net
Monday, May 24, 2021 2:57 PM
Danielle Staude
Hauke Park Affordable housing

CAUTION: External Sender

Good afternoon committee members. I believe that my neighbors have hit most of the major points on this potential
project. I would like to reiterate that there are a number of areas/buildings on Miller and downtown that could and
should be repurposed into smaller buildings of AHA units. I realize that you are a small committee, but we have to be
more creative as a town. If you are willing to ‘waive the parking requirements’ at the Hauke Park area when there is
already not enough parking in the afternoons and weekends; then certainly you can work with the town’s building
owners to provide them incentives to build some AHA units.
I believe someone suggested selling the space at Hauke Park for a few high end units; then the City could use funds
from the sale and use it to help repurpose some other buildings around town. Karen Jaber
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

J B Davoren <davoren@comcast.net>
Monday, May 24, 2021 7:03 PM
Planning
Comments on Hamilton Drive/Bayfront/Hauke Park housing proposal
Dear Advisory Committee Members.docx

CAUTION: External Sender

Please see attached letter regarding our comments on the aforementioned proposal.
Ben & Lisa Davoren
109 Eucalyptus Knoll St
Mill Valley VA 94941

Dear Advisory Committee Members,
We are writing to express our extreme concern with the proposed development near the Hamilton Public
Safety Building. We have read the consultant’s report on the proposal. We are owners at Eucalyptus Knoll on
Hamilton Drive.
Our primary concern is traffic. On weekends and during any of the many spring, summer, and fall sports
activities, there is a steady stream of traffic that is already at the limit for the area, with a complicated 4-way
intersection immediately adjacent to the playground structure where small children may cross two streets
without clear lines of sight. On nice weather weekends where people are trying to get to the beach, traffic is
completely stopped and backed up on Hamilton from the intersection with Roque Moraes and Kipling all the
way to Redwood Highway. This can complicate the exit for fire engines etc. trying to get by which is ultimately
a life-safety issue. This proposal would increase the amount of traffic to and from this area to an unsafe
extent. There is no mention of considering making Hamilton two-way in the proposal, but we are nevertheless
concerned that this may become part of the discussion. This would substantially decrease the safe use of
Hauke Park, the community garden, and our own neighborhood.
Our second concern is the related issue of parking. The existing lot, especially during peak sports pickup and
dropoff times, is inadequate for the need that already exists. The overflow lot by the PG&E substation is
inadequate to deal with traffic as it is. The proposal for the development explicitly excludes the building of a
garage and requests a variance in the number of parking spaces per unit, a decrease from 2 spaces per unit to
1.5. This will dramatically impact the parking along Hamilton up towards the intersection with Seaver, and into
the neighborhood surrounding the public safety building and Hauke Park. It makes no sense to exclude a
parking garage should any development proceed.
Our third concern is that this proposal clumps more affordable/low income housing together on this eastern
edge of Mill Valley. Our other neighborhood low-income housing, Shelter Ridge is just around the hill on
Hamilton from this proposal and is very poorly maintained. It is not an exaggeration to say that it is
surrounded by piles of garbage which have expanded over the past year on a weekly basis. Please see
attached photos taken this afternoon of the areas adjacent to the 3 dumpsters.
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Penny White <pennywhite224@gmail.com>
Monday, May 24, 2021 7:11 PM
John McCauley; Danielle Staude
Housing committee 1 Hamilton Drive

CAUTION: External Sender

I am disappointed that the Housing Committee saw fit to notify only a few homes around 1 Hamilton Drive about the
feasibility of new housing . Surely this project will affect all of Enchanted Knolls and the surrounding
neighborhood. Certainly more honesty and community input is needed.
Here are just a few of my concerns:
1.The building is out of character for the neighborhood in size and height.
2.No parking. Hauke Park is the most used park in Mill Valley. During peak times there is an overflow of cars into the
surrounding streets.
3.Hamilton is a small one way street for safety and to stop a short cut to the freeway. The idea of making Hamilton
larger has been rejected several times by the past City Council. The street was designed for a small neighborhood.
Public safety for the hundreds of children who use the park should be the first concern..
4. Why is this project being quietly rushed through? Is it being built by private developers?It certainly appears that Mill
Valley building requirements are not being followed.
I will be following the zoom meeting to see if any other concerns are addressed.
Sincerely,
Penny White
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Danielle Staude
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Danielle Staude
Monday, May 24, 2021 7:51 PM
Daphne de Marneffe
RE: 1 Hamilton Drive project -- comments and questions

Hi Daphne,
See my responses below.
(1) On p. 8 of the Site Analysis, there is a picture to the right with a yellow outlined area, and a picture to the left with a
black outlined area marked “Parcel PSB”. I wanted to make sure that the proposed site is only the yellow outline area,
and no part of the park across the street.
> The focus is on the yellow area. There may be some opportunity to redesign the police/fire parking or other creative
design solutions. There is no intention change the sports fields or park area.
(2) The materials suggest that parking spaces for park and sports traffic would be conserved. Where will they be put?
That is why we need a non-profit housing developer to help design the project and look at creative solutions. See above
answer as well.
(3) Will this be affordable housing in perpetuity, or does it revert to market rate at some point?
In perpetuity.
(4) What if any changes in traffic engineering will accompany this construction? For example, will Hamilton become a 2
way street? What are the plans for traffic congestion in that area?
Circulation will need to be addressed as part of designing the project, including where to place parking and driveways. It
may be an opportunity to address some of the concerns raised by the community also about safety of children crossing
streets/access to fields and park area.
(5) Are any changes to the park, playing fields, or meadow proposed as part of this plan?
At this point we are in a conceptual phase. The intent is to utilize the area in yellow, with potential opportunities as I
mentioned in #1 above.
(6) How will potential residents apply for and be given preference for this affordable housing?
It can depend on funding. Affordable housing projects can target/focus on certain populations, such as seniors, family
housing, homeless or workforce (as an example). The City is interested in workforce housing, and will look for a nonprofit developer that can help the City work on financing for that to happen. Then it will allow the city to set priorities
on the workforce.
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